Introduction
As Sherlock Homes noted in "The Adventure of Silver Blaze," sometimes what does not happen can be more informative than what does. In his case, a dog did not bark in the night. In a recent paper on the long coincident behavior of international capital flows, commodity prices, and interest rates in global financial centers, my coauthors and I discovered the curious case of missing defaults, Reinhart, Reinhart, and Trebesch (henceforth RRT) 2017 . Despite the drying up of global capital flows and a sharp fall in commodity prices from 2012 to 2016, sovereign defaults in emerging market economies did not spike higher as predicted by the record of the prior two hundred years. RRRT (2016 and pieced together a dataset that allowed the systematic exploration of the evidence. Here, I will expand on that effort to offer a logical, but more speculative, combination of events that explain the anomaly. The familiar part to everyone at this conference is that, even as many emerging market economies strained under the double bust of the sudden stop of capital flows and a freefall in commodity prices, monetary policy makers in the global financial centers kept their policy rates unusually low for an unusually long time. In my judgment, just as important, if not more, is that a new source of support came onto the scene.
This part of the answer also comes straight out of the pages of "Silver Blaze," where Holmes identifies the important actor in events hidden in plain sight.
In our context, the actor hidden in plain sight is China in two important respects. For one, the larger global footprint of the Chinese economy, which is growing steadily at a rapid rate, stabilized global trade. For another, Chinese official ambition to become a global power led to large official flows to support development projects and other purposes.
The key question for policy makers and investors is whether these missing defaults are deferred or defused. The key question for researchers is whether this new source of support changes the empirical determinants of capital flows.
The Data Infrastructure
A long view of the capital flow cycle must come to terms with the time variation of the location of the global financial center, or, indeed, whether there are multiple poles to finance. My answers are shaped by a comprehensive database on capital flows, complemented by information on the commodity price cycle, starting in 1850. This is a work in progress with coauthors, so I offer a current snapshot of its status. This is not the place to detail the construction of the data, but, as might be expected with a 200-year sample of more than fifty countries, this necessitated gathering apples and oranges.
For the period from1815 to 1869, we collected data on every bond issued by 34 countries. While issuance is a measure of gross flows, the reality is these were mostly net flows, too, made by newly independent countries tapping markets for the first time. We stick with a gross flow measure of capital flows up to World War I. Because of data restrictions, the rest of the sample involves net flows based on current account data and reserve data. Filling in those gaps in the data, unifying the different concepts, and disaggregating the results fills most of our ongoing agenda. In particular, we are interested in the difference between advanced economies and emerging market economies. Another element of interest is the "participation rate," or the share of economies receiving inflows. Surely, it matters if global saving is directed to a handful of countries or is spread widely. The main takeaway from this chart is that in the high capital mobility era, the incidence of participation in capital flow cycles has been quite high.
Much of the modern literature on capital flow cycles focuses on the role of US interest rates.
2 A long sample spanning many countries, however, provides examples of a wider range of the location of financial activity and the importance of other influences, including exchange-rate arrangements, monetary policy regimes, attitudes toward financial activity, and management of national debt, asset price bubbles and busts, and regional and global conflict.
By our reading of this record, there are often more than one financial center and other forces intrude. Included in those influences that we identify are changes in the composition of sovereign debt outstanding, financial regulation, and the efficiency of market functioning. In some important episodes, longer-term interest rates matter as well. Indeed, financial innovation and the liberalization, de-liberalization, and re-liberalization of capital flows creates multiple case studies to examine the importance of these factors to the financing of economic activity as well as the location of financial centers.
The boom in Japanese lending before the Asian crisis, for instance, mimics to some degree the boom in US bank lending in the 1970s that culminated with the debt crisis and emerging market in the 1980s. to what turned out to be the Great Recession.
As for capital mobility, consider the 1960s, when everyone, including the US, had capital controls. Whatever the position of the global economic cycle or whether the exchange rate was fixed or floating, international transmission was stopped at the border. The same 100 basis points change in the federal funds rate means something else when capital flows freely. As a more subtle variation, one must consider not just the mobility of capital in the financial center or the larger global players but also in the recipient economies.
Complicating matters, there were often de facto capital controls rather than de jure ones (which is the similar distinction Reinhart and Rogoff made for exchange rate arrangements, as updated in Ilzetzki et al., 2017) . De facto capital controls incude restrictions on asset holdings that might not distinguish between domestic and foreign investors or reserve requirements and capital charges making some assets more expensive than others. 4 The boundary on de facto capital controls can be blurry and changeable, so I dub some of them quasi-controls. For example, the market illiquidity arising in a crisis may be as an effective impediment to financial trade as a Tobin tax.
A prominent and recurring quasi-control is a familiar part of sovereign finance-default.
Simply put, a country that defaults is shut out of global credit markets. For that isolated market, it does not matter whether US interest rates rise or fall because capital flows, which are minimal to nonexistent, are invariant. While this seems obvious, the empirical literature seldom controls for it. As a concrete example, during the boom phase of the global capital inflow phase, from
2003 to 2013, emerging market economies saw a surge in inflows. Argentina, which had defaulted in 2001, was out of the picture. Indeed, until finally dealing with its holdouts, Argentina was outside international capital markets. When interest rates in the US declined dramatically during this interval, nothing happened there.
Debt management at the financial center is also an important, if obscure, push factor. For example, in the 19 th century, UK debt managers launched a series of debt conversions with the objective of lowering government interest cost but with the side effect of pushing investors elsewhere in the search to replace yield. In particular, the UK Treasury converted high-coupon consuls for low-coupon ones. Remembering the math of the consul formula, this implied that the UK government lowered the coupon and raised the duration of the converted debt. Apparently, Operation Twist and Quantitative Easing were forgotten before they were rediscovered.
Also central to our story is the cyclical dynamics of commodity prices, based on a long time series pieced together from a variety of source material described in Reinhart et al. (2017) .
The distinguishing feature of commodity prices is their distinct peaks and troughs, with a sharp amplitude from one to another. Chart 3 shows these swings of commodity price (deflated by the price of manufactured goods) around turning points dated by the own history of the time series.
The Long Sweep of Capital Flows and Commodity Prices
The details of dating cycles, identifying financial centers, sketching out the swings in commodity prices, and discovering important determinants of sovereign default are in Reinhart et al. (2017) . Here, I will cover the commonalities of those cycles and isolate an important anomaly. Despite the fact that the dataset spans a myriad of institutional arrangement only discernible over 200 years, there are a few important commonalities in cycles and one significant difference.
For one, capital flow cycles are slow to build. However, they end abruptly.
For another, commodity cycles are much more frequent than capital flow cycles. Megacommodity-price cycles, as we just lived through, that end with a spectacular bust are few and far between.
An important focus of our attention is also the object of interest in many recent papers:
What is the role of developments in the financial center on capital flows? This literature finds mixed results. Rey (2015) argues that a few summary statistics of US financial markets leave a large footprint on capital flows. Cerutti and Rose (2017) conclude that there is no such reliable association. Our findings incline toward the former, in that interest rates in financial centers matter more often than not. However, finding that result over time and across countries requires controlling for the time variation of the location of the financial center, the extent of capital mobility, and the wedges driven between national markets by other factors.
We took a nonstructural approach to examining the co-movement in capital flows.
Across a large number of countries over a very long period of time, the first three principal components explain about two-thirds of the variation in the data. The first factor explains somewhere between 26 and 30-some percent, consistent with some of the modern era findings on the extent of co-movement. Despite considerable heterogeneity across regimes and across countries, our results would tend to suggest global capital flows covary.
We find evidence of a strong connection between commodity prices and international capital flows. A particular highlight is that there are a lot of false alarms. That is, many booms and busts in commodity prices are not easy to relate to the overall capital-flow cycles.
As for the association between capital flows and the policy rate at the financial center over the long sample, we spliced together a UK short-term rate for the early portion of the period and a US one for the remainder. As is evident in the table reporting the regressions in Reinhart et al. (2017) , in the period of high capital mobility, there is a strong and negative relationship between capital flows and real interest rates in the financial center. Considering the heterogeneity and the long time spans, the push factor story comes through quite well. This relationship breaks down, as one would expect, when capital is immobile. I appreciate that this is not an especially robust relationship, but there is much more work to be done in enumerating the other effects on capital flows that I have discussed.
The Curious Case
Many of these booms in capital flows end badly. During the boom phase, concerns echo about asset price bubbles, rising leverage, and worsening in current account balances. Not much is typically done on the policy front and, in the event, some of the worst outcomes stretch beyond banking crises and currency crises to default.
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The post-crisis period has witnessed exceptionally low and stable real interest rates.
Equally exceptional, to my mind, was the magnitude of the boom in commodity prices. It is rare in our sample to have a triple boom, or robust capital flows, low interest rates, and high commodity prices, as was the case from 2000 to 2007. The reversal in any or all of these factors historically produced a surge in the share of sovereigns in default.
The mechanisms should be straightforward. If international capital is not available to roll over maturing debt, balance sheets get stretched. If international interest rates rise, perhaps significantly, solvency is undermined. If commodity prices fall significantly for many countries, for the commodity producers, solvency is compromised.
When these cycles come together and the boom becomes a bust, the incident of defaults increases, at least judging from history. Those episodes in the figure plotting the share of countries entering default are isolated by the shaded areas in which there are a double bust in both capital flows and commodities. We have had the double bust of lower commoditysignificantly lower commodity prices and a significant reversal in capital flows. Defaults have not increased (but for the late-breaking news about Venezuela). What explains these missing defaults?
Hiding in Plain Sight
The first impulse of the detective is to round up the usual suspects. If something goes wrong, then the credit goes to something going well. Why have there been so few defaults thus far?
Macroeconomic policies in emerging markets have improved significantly.
The boom in commodity prices was better managed (presciently discussed in Izquierdo et al., 2008) .
There was less procyclicality in fiscal and monetary policies (as assessed in Kaminsky et al., 2004, and Frankel et al., 2013) .
The more au courant focus is to emphasize macroprudential regulation during the boom that reduced potential currency and maturity mismatches, as well as any other manner of vulnerabilities in the financial sector (as in Ostry et al., 2012, and Bruno and Shin, 2014) .
A related literature credits better hedging in emerging markets (Miyajima et al., 2015) .
Policies may collectively be better, but this is a judgment best made in hindsight. After all, many of the accelerants to our latest financial crisis only appeared obviously threatening in the rearview mirror. Moreover, never rule out the role of luck. The global financial system has yet to see a normal reversal in policy interest rates as in previous cycles. Thus far, the increase in US interest rates has been mild, gradual, and foreshadowed. It remains an open question if good policies are sufficient to keep the system resilient were international interest rates to rise more sharply.
The second possible solution to the mystery is that some other correlation broke down.
In previous cycles, low international commodity prices were a reflection of low growth in the financial centers, or for the recent period, the US. In the latest episode, even as we had low commodity prices, China was expanding rapidly. As a result, other emerging market economies had a better market for exports than otherwise
The third possibility is mismeasurement. In ongoing work, Cristoph Trebisch and I show that many low-income countries had borrowed from official sources, not from the private market (expanding on . What we do not know very much about is the expansion into finance. In other ongoing work, my coauthors and I estimate bilateral exposure to Chinese lending in two different ways.
One involves actually looking at the development banks reports and tallying up lending on a project-by-project basis. Aggregating this arrives at a stock, in principle. The problem, of course, is that some of those projects may never be fully disbursed, so this represents an upper bound.
The alternative approach is to use other BIS data that have only recently become available. In the fourth quarter of 2016, China started to report on borrowing and lending flows.
As of this writing, it does not report counterparties. One can estimate the bilateral exposure by looking at the before and after-comparing the BIS reports for the totals from other countries before China joined and after China joined. By way of example (and in the interest of space), the chart below shows the differences in cross border flows from the vantage of Africa and Asia.
The bottom line is that in many low-income countries, mostly in Africa but also in Asia, some in Latin America and the Caribbean, the major lender is now China.
Perhaps the missing defaults signal policy success. Perhaps the defaults are merely deferred because of the lingering lowness of policy interest rates in major advanced economies that, in the fullness of time, will end. But, perhaps they indicate that China represents a major force to reckon with in global finance.
Some Concluding Thoughts
An ascendant China in international finance requires rethinking the push and pull factors for capital flows, at the least for lower-income countries. The problem is that loans gotten from Chinese commercial banks controlled by the state are very opaque. Of course, it has been understood in international finance that external factors are not the same for everyone for a long time. Years ago, I did an analysis with Guillermo Calvo of capital flows to sub-Saharan Africa (Calvo and Reinhart, 1999) . The consistent variable that was statistically significant in explaining capital flows, much more robust than international interest rates, were terms of trade.
Commodity prices mattered for capital flows because many of these economies were in default and shut out of international capital markets. A change in international interest rates did not change their situation. What matters is official and quasi-official lending, linked to their ability to supply their natural products.
Remember two features of official lending.
First, long-term development loans are typically disbursed in tranches, implying a contingent element. If the situation deteriorates (including in the political relationship with the official lender), not all the planned disbursements take place.
Second, China has made other inroads in bilateral finance. In particular, the People Bank of China arranged contingency lines, central-bank-to-central-bank (as first discussed in Aizenman, et al, 2011) . Such lines matter materially on the emerging market side, offering a backstop that reassures market participants. For example, Argentina tapped its line of credit from the Chinese central bank in late 2014 to shore up reserves, a significant precedent in its transition to a unified exchange rate the next year.
In such an environment, measurement lacks reality, and the mechanisms influencing international capital flows are not the same. This actually resembles the period after World War II. In the aftermath of war, the US was a major official lender in an environment of comprehensive capital controls and limited exchange rate flexibility.
Finally, on the missing defaults. I do believe that there has been better management of the capital inflow boom and that fiscal and monetary policy in emerging market economies has been less procyclical than in previous cycles. However, we all should be humbled by having declared the great moderation shortly before the largest global financial crisis since the 1930s.
